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Abstract : 

In the fraaework of the ttandard SU(2) I U(l) aodel it is shown 
that a triplet and a singlet of Higgs bosons give rise to the AI* 1/2 rule and 
to superweak CP violation in the noa-leptonic sector. 
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It is known that the weak and electromagnetic interactions can be uni

fied in the fraaevork of gauge theories . Actually, tha bulk of the experimen-

tal data, in various domain*, included atoaic physics and neutrino physic* are 

in very good agreement with the ainiaal model of Weinberg and Salam '. Neverthe-

lex some controversies still remain in the hadronic aector with regard to the 

ÛI • 1/2 rule ' and to CP violation . Tha main point is that CF violation has 

been only detected in the (K , K Q) systea, and that the upper experimental 

limit of the electric dipole moment of the neutron (E.D.M.), becomes smaller and 

smaller so that it appears that a gauge theory of weak interactions must describe 

CP violation in a superweak way , preserving at the *aae time the features of 

the V&.model. He show in this note that this can be accomplished using a two 

Higgs doublets bosons model . The key, is that only one of the two doublets 

entering in the composition of the invariant scalar energy term and in the 

Yukawa flavour interaction, has a complex nixing. Then CP violation can be 

restricted tothe Higgs potential, and can occur in the theory if one chooses th* 

set of parameters of the Higgs potential in such a way, that spontsnaous symmetry 

generates a triplet and a singl 

According to this scheme let, 

breaking ' generates a triplet and a singlat of Higgs bosons of different masses 

v l l sr p:ï)--0—« 
be respectively the two Higgs doublets, and, as usually required by the G.I.M. 

mechanism , the two Cabibbo rotaded flavour doublets. Then if *TT(°-) is a 

ia complex mixing of the doublet * „ , i.e. *T ,•(<*) "e * „ , the most general 

Yukawa interaction invariant under the gauge group SU(2), I U(I) is, 

The two set of four component scalar and fermion fields 

Vii*»/*1 "UJi •(«)'l ' ) ' *!• '( ̂  J *nd * b ) - ( * 2 » " *'• **(o)' " *3<a>- \ 
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transform under SU(2), according to the (0, 1/2) and (1/2, 0) repreientation 

respectively. The right handed quark* fields q .,coaponent of -© . 
i rv'\ ainglct, and the four matrices r , T" , whose eloents are chooien to be real, 

are defined by, 

(2) 

I being the two by two identity aatrix. In the same way, if we iapoie, besides the 
invariance under the SU(2). • U(l) gauge group, that the Higg* potential oust 
be invariant under the transformation 4(0) • - 4(0), thus the Higgs potential 
under consideration is, 

P(«*(0),»(0)) • • +(0)A IV(0)+T*(0)A 2»(0)#*(0)A 3T(0)+(H.C) (3) 

where the three coaplex matrices A , have the same pattern that the r 1, and are 
given by, 

w 

So far, with a judicious choice of the phase of the transformed fields under the 
discrete syaaetry C and P, the lagrangian,except the Higgs potential, is still 
CP invariant. However if the matrices A 1 defined above are symmetrical^ and 

1 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 their elements are so that the expressions a, , a. + v a. a. and *j à, + »| a 2 

are purely imaginary,the vacuum expectation value of the scalar field 4(a), 
being defined by, < J1(a) > » i 1, v/S! is a niniaum of the Higgs potential (3) and 

2 the Higgs mechanism generates five Higgs bosons. Those bosons are : one neutral <p 
which is indentical to that of the W.S.model, a triplet composed by the fields 
<t> , x and x * n d a singlet cp . The three sets of fields have different masses. 
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+ 3 .o 4 o 4 Now if we define H - * (a), H - x and • - f , after apontaneous syametry 

breaking of tbe gauge invariance, CP violation occurs solely in the part of the la-

grangian containing the complex nixing* (<») • e a(*°+ i R°)/i/l. This is accomplished 

by means of the propagator < » (a)» (a) >9'< '. in this way CP-violation arises 

first in the Yukawa interaction^) and secondly in the derivative Higgs scalar-

charged gauge boson interaction, which can induce second class current at higher 

order of the weak interaction . Here, we restrict our study to the first case, 

and in the following we assume that CP is maxinally violated, so we take a equal 

to ir/4. 

Thus in the unitary gauge , the Yukawa interaction (I) becomes, 

4 

Ytq,»] " ill \ * V R + - i / v «\. «02 «Si + <»•« 

where the four component functional» Y are given by, 

<b6. - ay^H \ I Uti-b&i)*
l> 

for i-1,3 and Y 1- . I for . i-2,4 
1 Si H* ' 

(by.* tS^y Y (bSi+aôj)*4 

(5) 

a and b being respectively the cosine and the sine of the Cabibbo angle. 

We see that the coupling constant of these Higgs bosons to the 

flavours are not fixed by spontaneous syanetry breaking. This is due, as discus

sed in ref. because of the same choice of charge assignèrent of the two doublet 

4> and 4... Nevertheless if we impose that CP violation must be superweak in the 

(K , K Q) system, then 

serve CP, and we get, 

(K , K ) system, then all flavour conserving neutral transition must also con' 

Y, - 6 3 - a B 2 - b « 2 - b 6 4 + a « 4 - 0 C6) 
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At present, i f we define 

Y [ ! : 8 - imitl \ * v R * <«-c> <7> 
they are four pairs of indecer (ki*)» so that the last interaction describes CF 
violation in an superweak way. We notice that this class of model» has quite 
different properties concerning theHiggs CP conserving sector. First the 
transitions mediated by the neutral Higgs bosons H° and *°, do not conserve 
flavour. As a consequence, in the leptonic sector, if the masses of the Higgs 

12) are not very large , one must impose, that the initial doublet 4.. do not enter 
in the composition of the leptonic "Yukawa interaction. This is due to the fact 

13) that CP and electon-muon number are conserved with a high accuracy . In this way one 
avoids, in first order, tranaitions like K , •* p~ u . The second point is that 
the two set of p.ir of indeces of the last interaction (1,2), (3,4) and (1,4), 
(2.3) imply, for the non leptonic neutral interaction the two selection rules 
AS • - AC • ± 1 and AS - AC • ± I respectively (for the CP violating transi
tion, the selection rule are reversed). Here the latter rule is the same as forweak 
charged current. Besides, we can see that only with the pair of indeces(2,3) and 
(3.4) the Yukawa interaction (7) can give rise to the AI - 1/2 rule for non leptonic 
interaction, by mean of the term d, c.c_ s, . Taking into account these two 
points, we choose for the Yukawa interaction Y (2,3) 

iq.*r 
This election impose, in addition of (6) the condition ag,-bfi,-6. - 0. 

Now if we guess, that the Higgs coupling to the quarks do not depend of the natu
re of the Higgs, but solely of the flavour of the right handed quark, we 
obtain by inapection of(5),the effective lagrangian for CP violation, and after 
Fierz rearrangement , the one for the Ai • 1/2 rule, 

2 
-9^(AI-l/2) - — sin 29 -=°- d yv(\ - y5)sc v,(l + Y5)c + (H.C) 

* * » H (8) 

- ^ C P " " 1 ^ ; •T-<- 2d'L dE :t dR*" 2c"L ca"LV 2 Bd"e«R ut'L dR ) + ( H " C ) 

2 / 2 m H (9) 
2 2 where we have defined A-m -m ., 9 and G being the Cabibbo and the Fermi constant 

respectively. 
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The effective lagrangian -2> c p " m* d* o f t w 0 P i t c«« o n « which 

is superweafc for charm conserving processes, and the other which allows 

AC - - AS - I and AC - 2 neutral transitions, so that the impurity parameters e 

and E of the ( K Q, K Q) and (D o > D o) system
1 ', must be in principle calculable 

There appears two cases in connection with the validity of the effective 

lagrangian mZ{àl • 1/2). In the first case, when - Z (AI - 1/2) do not work 
2 2 

we have m Jm H $ « '• If S+(S-) is the part of the S-matrix which conserve 

(do not conserve) CF, then the leading tern of S+ comes from the usual fourth 

order diagrams mediated by two charged W . The computing of S- is given by 

(this is always the case), so we have, the interaction being superweak, 

M 
iiri226 m 5 ! m 

¥ < K |« y 5 d|0><0|s" Y 5 d|K > 

< K0ls YWY5d|0><0|ÎYuY
Sd|Ko> 

Now using P.C.A.C 15) ws get, 

sin22e L « « W J -\ 

As it is noticed in Ref. , the transition matrix element <K |s (]+Y5)ds(l+Y5)d|K 

it hard to estimate, so we can get only a lower limit for the ratio A/m „. If 
A\ H 

we take for example , for quarks masses, m /m. ai 1.4, m « 1.5 CeV , and a mass 

of a few GeV (8 GeV) for the Higgs boson H°, s^ being the mass of the K meson, 

we get, with the fact that |E| at 2.3 IC-" 3,^- m 4)/m H> 1.7 10~
7. In the second 

case, when •£ (AI>I/2) works,the maas of H° must be of the order of a few 

hundred MeV, but then the amplitudes of the AS - 2 or AC » 2 CP conserving 

transition are not easy to calculate. This is because the fourth order diagrams 

mediated by two charged W are in competition with those mediated by the neutral 

Higgs bosons H and • . Thus we get, with a rough approximation, (m^-nO/nL, a 10 

This break in the Higgs mass is very small, but must be compared to the 

-10 

experimental value, due to CP violation, i.e. (m„ - m^ )/aK " 0.7 10 
o o 
s 

-14 
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What about chansad transitions ? For Che (D , D ) system, it follows 

from JjCl , that the phase of the' impurity parameter e is given whatever the 

masses of the neutral Higgs U and 4>°, as in the superweak model. On the other hand, 

the magnitude of e is in general very hard to estimate, but if the experimental 

data shown that |e | « 1, we obtain, in the case when m „ . « 1, an exact 

relation betwen the magnitude of e and £ , 

É | - n sin( arg , , \ j L - \ K ' V \ V M ^ V ^ V A ' p l V 

This depends only of the ratio of AS » 2 to AC " 2 current-current or scalar density 

transition matrix elements. It is interesting to note, that this is a general 

feature of the class of CP violating model stated above. Aside the (D , D Q) 

system, CP violation must be seen in neutral non leptonic conjugated decay 

of charmed mesons. For instance, following Pais by studing the detailed 

spectra of decay like, 5 •+ K + ir~+ ÏÏ and D •* K + ir + IT", or by comparing 

the branching ratio of inclusive processes, for example r ( D + K + X) with 

r (D •+ K + X), where X is a sum of the rest hadrons. It must be emphasized 

that the fact that CP violation could occur only aside the (K , K ) and (D ,5 ) 

systems in neutral charmed changing transition, such that |AC| — |AS[ — I is a 

crucial test for the class of model under consideration. As was said before, CP 

violation arise only in the neutral Higgs flavours Yukawa interaction (7) and in 

the derivative Higgs-scalar charged gauge boson interaction, by mean of the 
it U . . . . . 

propagator < • * >, so that AS » AC - 0 CP violating transition appears only in 

the fifth order two loops diagrams. Thus the contribution to the E.D.M. of 

the quark u and d are proportional to e 1 G / 1 , For the neutron and 

proton E.D.M., being in the naive quark model linear conbination of these latter, 
~25 

we get D|,„ - 1.7 k™- A 10 e. cm, where the factors k. _ are function 

of quarks and Higgs bosons masses and have the dimension of a mass. If the Higgs 

bosons masses are of the order of those of the lower quarks, then we have A « I , on the 

other ha_nd, if they are of the order of a few GeV , or more, we have k _ « 1, so 

that in any case the theoretical value 0„ „ is lower then the present 
191 -24 

experimental value , D„ o< (0.4 ± 1.1) 10 e. cm. 
« exp. 
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In conclusion we have shown then the main features of the non-leptonic 
transition of hadront, could be thought mediated by a triplet and a singlet of Higgs 
bosons. Only the neutral members H° and 4° violate CF in a superweak way. Even 
if this has been done for the usual four quarks, all the results can be easily 
generalized to the case of 2N doublets of quarks. 

Note added : After this investigation was perfomed, a paper by Lahanas and 
C.E. Vayonakis on the same subject appeared (Phys. Rev. DI9, 2158 (1979)). 
However in their approach CP violation is also mediated by charged Higgs bosons 
and is at the microweak level, whereas ours is superweak. 

Foodnotes : 

(*) This interaction differs from that of reference 'by the fact that CP violation 
is not introduced through spontaneous symmetry breaking. 

(**) For the following there it another solution when the off diagonals elements 
of the matrices A. are antisymmetrical. 

(***) In these milliweak theories one must at least have three Higgs doublets so 
that CP violation occurs in the Higgs propagators. 
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